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Abstract
Sales forecasting is a most important application in industries and has been one of the
most scientifically and technologically challenging problems around the world. One
approach of prediction is to spot patterns in the past, when it is known in advance what
followed them and verify it on more recent data. If a pattern is followed by the same
outcome frequently enough, it can be concluded that it is a genuine relationship. Because
this approach does not assume any special knowledge or form of the regularities, the
method is quite general applicable to other series not just climate. Sales prediction
phenomena have many parameters like Number of sales, production, Consumed cost and
Time required that are impossible to enumerate and measure. In this paper, we are going
to use the ARIMA model for predicting the number of sales for a Time series data. The
dataset tractor sales data for a period of ten years (2003-2014) obtained from the
Mahindra Tractors Company are used from which use to classify the performance by
drawing various scattered plots and graphs. The result of the ARIMA results shows that
which predicts better for the sales prediction of the next following 5 years.
Keywords: Sales Prediction, ARIMA, ARMA, Time Series

1. Introduction
Sales prediction is a complex process and a challenging task for researchers. It includes
expertise in multiple disciplines. The prediction of atmospheric parameters is essential for
various applications. Accurate prediction of Sales parameters is a difficult task due to the
dynamic nature of atmosphere. Generally prediction is done on Time series data. A time
series is a sequence of observed values of some entity that is measured at different points
in time. With the advancement of collecting data, huge amounts of data have been
collected making it impossible to be processed manually. This is where the time series
analysis has to be automated and take advantage of modern computing mechanisms.
Various techniques like linear regression, auto regression, Multi-Layer Perceptron,
Radial Basis Function networks are applied to predict atmospheric parameters like
temperature, wind speed, rainfall, meteorological pollution etc. It was found that the
nonlinear operator equations governing the atmospheric system are the ones who can
better understand the dynamics of atmosphere. In the recent past many forecast methods
have been developed using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Neural network
techniques have the potential to handle complex, nonlinear problems in a better way when
compared to traditional techniques. However systems developed using neural network
model suffer from certain drawbacks like local minima, model over fitting etc.
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In this paper we are going use ARIMA model for the predicting the automobile sales.
The performance of ARIMA is compared with SVM and show that which is better for
predicting the temperature with a short time. We have collected data set from Jan-2003 to
Dec-2014 from the Mahindra tractor sales. Here, we have taken “Number of tractors sold”
parameter where we are going to apply ARIMA to predict the sales for the next following
5 years.

2. Literature Survey
The first operational numerical sales prediction model consisted of only one layer and
therefore it could model only the slight variation of the mean vertical structure of the
sales. Computers now permit the development of multilevel (usually about 10–20) models
that could resolve the vertical variation of the production, consumption, time. These
multilevel models predict the fundamental sales variables for large scales of motion.
M. M. Elkateb et al. (1998) “A comparative study of medium-weather-dependent load
forecasting using enhanced artificial/fuzzy neural network and statistical techniques”.
Monthly peak load demand of Jeddah area for the past nine years was used for
investigation. The first seven years data was used for training while the prediction was
carried out for the following two years. First, Minitab statistical software package was
used for peak load prediction using Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
technique, and an average error value of 11.7% is achieved. Next, an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) was utilized and several suggestions are implemented to build an
adaptive form of ANN. Direct ANN implementation shown poor performance. Also,
Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN) was also examined but showed comparatively better
performance. The modeling of the trend of peak load demand is incorporated by
introducing “time index feature” and that clearly enhanced the performance of both ANN
(6.8% error) and FNN (4.7% error).
Raymond Y.C. Tse, (1997) suggested that the following two questions must be
answered to identify the data series in a time series analysis: (1) whether the data are
random; and (2) are there any patterns. This is followed by another three steps of model
identification, parameter estimation and testing for model validity. If a series is random,
the correlation between successive values in a time series is close to zero. If the
observations of time series are statistically dependent on each another, then the ARIMA is
appropriate for the time series analysis.
Meyler et al (1998) drew a framework for ARIMA time series models for forecasting
Irish inflation. In their research, they emphasized heavily on optimizing forecast
performance while focusing more on minimizing out-of-sample forecast errors rather than
maximizing in-sample ‘goodness of fit’.
In 2000 Toth et al. compared short-term rainfall prediction models for real-time flood
forecasting. They applied three time series models, auto-regressive moving average
(ARMA), ANN and k-nearest-neighbors (KNN) method for forecasting storm rainfall
occurring in the Sieve River basin, Italy, in the period 1992- 1996 with lead times varying
from 1 to 6 h. The result showed that the ANN performed the best in the improvement of
the runoff forecasting accuracy when the predicted rainfall was used as inputs of the
rainfall run-off model.
Contreras et al (2003) in their study, using ARIMA methodology, provided a method
to predict next-day electricity prices both for spot markets and long-term contracts for
mainland Spain and Californian markets.
In, “A comparative analysis for wind speed Prediction”, authors Tarade R.S, Katti P.K
presented a wind speed predictor based on Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) which is able to predict short term wind speed, which is essential in order to
prevent systems inaction from the effects of strong winds. It also helps in using wind
energy as an alternative source of energy, mainly for electrical power generation. Wind
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speed prediction has applications in military and civilian fields for air traffic control,
rocket launching, ship navigation etc. The mean squared error (MSE) was 3.57.

3. Methodology
3.1. ARIMA: (Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average)
ARIMA model is done on time series data. Time series data is a sequence of
observations collected from a process with equally spaced periods of time.
Examples: Industrial Averages, Daily data on sales, Daily Customers.
Stages of Time series model process using ARIMA:

Figure 1. Flow Diagram of ARIMA Model
ARIMA is also known as Box-Jenkins approach. To build a time series model issuing
ARIMA, we need to study the time series and identify p,d,q. Where,
p – Auto Regressive (Auto Correlation)
d - Integrated (Stationary / Trend)
q - Moving Average (Shocks / Error)
 Identification: Determine the appropriate values of p, d, & q using the ACF,
PACF, and unit root tests. p is the AR order, d is the integration order, q is the MA
order
 Estimation: Estimate an ARIMA model using values of p, d, & q you think are
appropriate.
 Diagnostic checking: Check residuals of estimated ARIMA model(s) to see if they
are white noise; pick best model with well-behaved residuals.
Forecasting: Produce out of sample forecasts or set aside last few data points for insample forecasting.
3.2. Autoregressive (AR) Process:
Series of current values depend on its own previous values.
In an AR(p) model the future value of a variable is assumed to be a linear combination
of p past observations and a random error together with a constant term.
Mathematically the AR(p) model can be expressed as :
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(1)
Here yt and εt are respectively the actual value and random error(random shocks) at
time period t, ϕi (i = 1,2,..., p) are model parameters and c is a constant. The integer
constant p is known as the order of the model.
3.3 Moving Average (MA) Process:
The current deviation from mean depends on previous deviations.
An AR(p) model regress against past values of the series, an MA(q) model uses past
errors as the explanatory variables.
The MA(q) model is given by :
(2)
Here μ is the mean of the series, ( j=1,2,...,q) θ j = are the model parameters and q is the
order of the model.
Conceptually a moving average model is a linear regression of the current observation
of the time series against the random shocks of one or more prior observations.
3.4. Stationary Series (Integrated):
In order to model a time series with the Box-Jenkins approach, the series has to be
stationary. In practical terms, the series is stationary if tends to wonder more or less
uniformly about some fixed level. In statistical terms, a stationary process is assumed to
be in a particular state of statistical equilibrium, i.e., p(xt) is the same for all t.
In order to achieve a series as stationary we need to do Regular differencing (RD),
(1st order) ∇xt = (1 – B)xt = xt – xt-1
(3)
(2nd order) ∇2xt = (1 – B)2xt = xt – 2xt-1 + xt-2
(4)
“B” is the backward shift operator
It is unlikely that more than two regular differencing would ever be needed

4. Dataset and Preprocessing
The tractor sales data for a period of ten years (2003-2014) obtained from the
Mahindra tractors company, from which data is used to build the models and the
prediction for the next following five years between January and December is obtained by
the test models. The database includes readings of several weather parameters recorded at
every half hour interval. The yearly tractor sales is extracted from this database and used
for this work. The real world databases are highly susceptible to noisy and missing data.
The data can be preprocessed to improve the quality of data and thereby improve the
prediction results. In this work, the data taken had applied cleaning and transformation.
Data cleaning fills in the missing values, while data transformation improves the
accuracy, speed and efficiency of the algorithms used.
The missing value for number of sales in a day is replaced with the mean of number of
sales for that month while building the SVM model. The data is normalized using Z-score
normalization where the values of an attribute A, are normalized based on the mean (Ā)
and standard deviation (σA) of A. The normalized value Vof V can be obtained as,
VV Ā)/ σ A
(5)
However, it was found that the negative values generated by Z-score normalization
cannot be fed as input to the ARIMA model.
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5. Results and Discussion
The performance of ARIMA is checked by plotting the graph for the confusion matrix,
which is generated for the temperature against years. A confusion matrix can help
visualize the results of a ARIMA classification algorithm. In this paper the
implementation is done in the programming language R. Here, we can show that results
by compare to other models ARIMA can perform better.
ARIMA Model
Here, the data is predicted from the taken dataset by first converting the data into
stationary. To make stationary we have to find the difference on mean of Number of sales.
Then the converted data is log transformed on variance such that the final data should of
log transform value for the both mean and variance.
Now plot the ACF and PACF graphs to identify the potential AR and MA model.

Figure 2. ACF Graph for AR Model

Figure 3. PACF Graph for the MA Model

From the two ACF and PACF graphs we have to find the potential ARIMA fit from
which we are going to predict the sales forecasting. When choosing the model which is
best fit it should be based on AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIC (Bayesian
Information Criterion). Normally, the model which has lowest AIC value is taken is best
fit.

Figure 4. Choosing Best ARIMA Fit
As expected our model has I (or integrated) component equal to 1. This
represents differencing of order 1. There is additional differencing of lag 12 in the
above best fit model. Moreover, the best fit model has MA value of order 1. Also, there is
seasonal MA with lag 12 of order 1.
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The final graph is plotted for the best fit ARIMA model of number of sales next
following years. The following is the output with forecasted values of tractor sales
in blue. Also, the range of expected error (i.e. 2 times standard deviation) is displayed
with orange lines on either side of predicted blue line.

Figure 5. ARIMA Model Prediction up to 2018
Here forecast for a long period like 2 years is an ambitious task. The major assumption
here is that the underlining patterns in the time series will continue to stay the same as
predicted in the model. A short term forecasting model, say a couple of business quarters
or a year, is usually a good idea to forecast with reasonable accuracy. A long term model
like the one above needs to evaluate on a regular interval of time (say 6 months). The idea
is to incorporate the new information available with the passage of time in the model.
The prediction for 2 years is shown in month-wise, this can sometimes vary with actual
result.
After predicting the number of sales, ensure that there are no more information is left
for prediction that is there are no residuals in the ARIMA model. We can find if there any
residuals bycreate an ACF and PACF plot of the residuals of our best fit ARIMA model
i.e. ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1)[12].

Figure 6. Prediction for Year 2017 & 2018 in Month-wise
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Figure 7. ACF Residual Graph for the
AR Model

Figure 8. PACF Residual Graph for
the MA Model

Since there are no spikes outside the insignificant zone for both ACF and PACF plots
we can conclude that residuals are random with no information in them.

6. Comparison
The best values of parameters in the ARIMA models have been shown in Figure 4.
According to Figure 4, it was determined that by increasing in number of autoregressive
and the moving average parameters, error rate was reduced. Thus, as was clear from
Figure 4, the best ARMA model has three seasonal autoregressive parameters and four
seasonal moving average parameters. The best ARIMA model had zero autoregressive
parameters, one moving average parameter, zero seasonal autoregressive parameter, and
one seasonal moving average parameter, and d = 1. From this we can know that with
increasing number of parameters has effect on performance improvement of ARMA and
ARIMA models.
The best structure between ARMA, ARIMA can be decided by knowing the benchmark
index RMSE (Root mean square error) value, it is calculated mathematically by,

(6)
Where Qci is the computational record in month i, the Qoi observational record in month
i, and n is the number of data.
From the previous research we know that the benchmark index RMSE for
ARMA(1, 0)(2,1)12 forecasting model was equal to 0.1732 and the benchmark error index
RMSE for our work in the forecasting model ARIMA(0, 1, 1)(0, 1, 1)12 data was equal to
0.01517 and it was chosen as the best model to forecast automobile sales, from the all
models between ARMA and ARIMA.
The ARIMA model has a better performance than ARMA model because it makes time
series stationary, in both training and forecasting phases.

7. Conclusion
In this paper the performance of ARIMA is done by showing different visualization
graphs. Results obtained shows that ARIMA performs better for the next following years.
Number of sales parameter observed that it has significant effect for ARIMA model, that
is it predicts has a wide deviation from the data taken from the previous years. That is
ARIMA model predicted values has a large difference from the expected values. As we
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know there no model which is predicted perfectly when it comes to sales forecasting. But
as of now ARIMA model is more suitable for sales forecast for the static time series data.
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